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The technology that’s transforming Local 
Area Marketing for multi-location brands.
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The arrival of several new automation technologies, aimed squarely at solving the challenges faced 
by multi-location businesses, is huge news for marketers.

• How do you support local outlets adequately with marketing when your team is constantly   
 under the pump managing national activity?
• How do you prevent locations doing their own thing and going ‘off-brand’?
• You know locally targeted Facebook and Google ads are highly effective, but how do   
 you execute at scale across all your locations?
• In the case of franchise or dealer business models, how can local outlets co-fund the   
 campaigns you create with their own budget?
• How do you stay on top of SEO performance for every one of your locations?
• How can you enable your locations to use email? 
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Local Area Marketing,
the profit and the pain

Local Area Marketing, or LAM as it is affectionately known, is an essential compliment to           
national campaigns. By directly engaging with consumers at the local level – brands can turn the          
consideration earned by national media into local action and sales.

Local marketing managers know that the execution of LAM is full of challenges:
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Automate,
and get home
earlier
LAM automation takes the heavy lifting out of local 
marketing for a multi-location business. 
Top-down automation replaces the traditional, manual, 
location-by-location execution (e.g. placing paid social 
campaigns) with the ability to execute at scale across all 
locations at once, booking media and localising content in 
a heartbeat. 
Alternatively, Self-service (bottom up) automation 
allows local staff to create and/or order local marketing 
themselves quickly and easily. This DIY approach also 
removes substantial staff overhead at head office.
Some solutions may include both dynamics in the same 
platform.
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6 painkilling
technologies to
make beautiful
LAM
Don’t expect one solution to magically remove every local 
marketing pain-point you have. That solution doesn’t 
exist nor is it ever likely to. You may eventually need two 
or three solutions to have your local area marketing truly 
humming. Let’s go through them...

.
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LAM Resource Management Digital Asset Management

 Local Social Management (LSM) 

Local Data Management Solutions Multilocation Email Platforms

#1 #2

#3 Local Digital Media Solutions#4

#5 #6



LAM Resource
Management
Hubs
These self-service online hubs give local teams easy 
access to marketing materials including ‘template 
assets’. These templates allow easy localisation, 
resizing and then ordering of marketing in-browser. 
Advanced hubs will facilitate the creation of localised 
digital assets too, such as web banners, social tiles and 
even video. 
Early solutions were created by printers as a means 
of securing the business of their multi-location clients. 
Today, with so many media options, brands need a 
media-agnostic solution with digital and PDF outputs 
that can integrate easily with multiple suppliers.
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Key features to look for:

Brand Machine’s Marketing Hub is a leading example of a 
LAM Resource Management Hub

#1

• High quality user experience. If the search and   
 template editing are not fast, fun and intuitive –   
 few will use it and your investment will be wasted.

• Digital ready. Create and resize social tiles, author   
 HTML emails and edit animation or video end-frames  
 for social media and digital screens.

• Templates connect a datasources. So client admins  
 can instantly update often changing content like   
 pricing, offers and product information.



LAM Resource Management Hubs
key features...

Digital Asset 
Management
Platforms (DAM)
Digital Asset Management refers to the ability to hold 
any marketing asset of a brand (logos, images, artwork) 
in a visual and easily searched library. 
Key features:

•	 Download a number of assets at once via a basket.
•	 Share assets to external email addresses as ‘links’.
•	 System	automatically	generates	multiple	file	sizes	

e.g.	low-res	or	high-res,	from	the	master	file.
•	 Holds all types of assets from video to jpg images.
A good LAM Resource Management system will also 
have full DAM capability. At Brand Machine, several of 
our LAM portals also feature a ‘Brand Library’ for core 
brand assets such as logos, images and icons.
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#2

• Automatic re-sizing of artwork to local media, social  
 channel or point of sale specifications.

• Permission system that allows you to control who  
 can see and do what.

• Approval workflows that can be activated on an   
 asset- by-asset basis.

• Ability to add multiple suppliers to accept all types  
 of production or media orders.

• Built-in notifications system to email users about   
 new resources.

• Accepts any type of resource e.g. video, orderable  
 merchandise or event assets.

• Content managed landing pages for easy promotion  
 of new content.



Local Social
Management
Platforms (LSM)
If you’re serious about maximising the reach of your 
social media activity, you need Facebook pages for 
each location. Facebook exposes your organic content 
based on audience relevance, and location is one of 
the big factors. You’ll also enjoy higher engagement 
because a local audience is always more likely to 
respond to a local outlet and local people. Expect some 
efficiency	gains	with	your	paid	social	budget	too.	LSMs	
allow you to enjoy this upside, while still retaining full 
brand control.
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LSM features to look for:#3

• You decide whether locations can post, or if you just  
 want to cascade content down to each page and keep  
 local posting capability turned off.

• Posts to locations can be grouped based on   
 geography, demographics or the products they offer. 

• If locations can post, they can select from a library of  
 content you’ve prepared, or you may let them create  
 their own. An approval step can be added.

• Head office can view all comments and reviews in   
 a single dashboard to assess service levels and ensure  
 professional standards of community management are  
 maintained. Alerts can be set up based on keyword or  
 poor review scores.

The focus of LSMs is distribution of organic content across 
local pages plus community and review management. 
Some also have limited ‘top down’ boosting capability.



Local Digital
Media Solutions
(LDMs)
Geo-targeted Facebook advertising has revolutionised 
local marketing. But ironically, it’s the smaller single 
location businesses that are doing it better than multi-
location brands, who often don’t have time to set up 
geo-targeted campaigns in Facebook or Google for all 
their locations.
LDMs enable campaigns to be automatically 
customised and optimised for each location, enabling 
brands to seize the local paid Facebook and Google 
opportunity	in	a	highly	efficient	and	manageable	way.
In our view LDMs are a breakthrough for local 
marketing, and we have done many hours of research 
into various vendors to identify key features and our 
preferred partners.
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Must have features:

• Custom local audiences can be created with  
retargeting (eg. people that have visited the national 
site).

• Campaign content is automatically localised to    
the local store.

“LDMs are a  
breakthrough for  

local marketing…”

#4

• National admins can create and fund locally targetted  
 campaigns to Facebook pages and Google    
 campaigns at scale. 

• Alternatively, locations can subscribe to Facebook or  
 Google campaigns, manage their campaign budgets  
 and pay for them with their own credit card.

• Both national admins and locations can view all   
 leads generated by the campaigns, along with key   
 statistics including reach, clicks and budgets.



Local Data
Management
Solutions

It’s the most unsexy part of local marketing. However 
with over 50% of Google searches looking for a local 
service provider, location SEO is one of the most 
important cogs in the LAM wheel. If your local stores 
don’t rank well in a local or ‘near me’ Google search, 
they’re simply not in the game. Trouble is, it’s a tough 
task to manage your location data accurately across all 
the key web services and listings – a key factor in the 
Google algorithm that decides your ranking. 
The good news is that Local SEO solutions do the grunt 
work for you – giving you a dashboard with which to 
manage your location data such as address and store 
hours. Updates are automatically pushed to key search, 
mapping and listing services. These solutions can also 
automate the production of local landing pages too 
– another key factor in pushing your location Google 
rankings north.
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Multi Location 
Email Platforms
Email remains an effective channel in many retail and 
service categories. However the better-known email 
platforms fall short in catering to the unique needs of 
multi-location brands. The good news is email platform 
developers have spotted the opportunity and created 
specialised solutions for multi-location brands. 
Key features: 
• The ability for top down campaigns to feature 

personalised and localised messaging as if it has come 
from the local outlet. 

• At the local self-service end, individual locations can 
access the platform and their own customer data 
bundle, then activate campaigns via easy-to-use email 
templates.

#6#5



About Brand Machine
We’re local marketing nerds. Through the power of 
beautiful automation software we help multi-location 
brands achieve more effective and efficient local marketing 
across all media channels. 
Feel free to call us and share your pain-points and 
challenges in an obligation free discussion. We’ll soon 
let you know if we can help or not, and if not we’ll 
recommend the best course of action.
We love talking local marketing so we’d be delighted to 
hear from you anytime.

Which solution you start with will depend on what your 
team is spending the most time on now, and what your 
locations are crying out for! 
The Brand Machine team is happy to assist you work 
through the options and develop a road map.
The	most	common	first	step	is	to	implement	a	LAM	
Resource Management Hub, as the time-consuming 
grind of local marketing material production on behalf of 
locations is often the biggest burden on the marketing 
team. Meanwhile slow delivery of that same material is 
usually	the	largest	frustration	for	location	staff.	
With a self-service hub implemented, your team should 
have bandwidth to consider the next opportunity ( eg. 
‘local digital’) and choose an appropriate solution to 
help there. 

“The time consuming grind of local 
marketing production on behalf of 

locations is often the biggest burden”

Brand Machine works with:

Email: enquiries@brandmachine.com
On the web: www.brandmachine.com

So where
to start?


